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Boyatzis’ Intentional Change Theory/Model 
(1970, 1999, 2000, 2005) [the theory formerly known as Self-Directed Learning Model ]
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Resonant LeadershipResonant Leadership

• MindfulnessMindfulness

H• Hope

• Compassion



Adaptive Leadership*Adaptive Leadership
• Foster adaptationp

• Embrace disequilibrium

• Generate leadership

• Take care of yourself

* Leadership in a (Permanent) Crisis by Ronald Heifetz, Alexander Grashow, and Marty 
Linsky HBR July-August, 2009, pp. 62-69



Foster AdaptationFoster Adaptation

• develop “next” practices and continue todevelop next  practices and continue to 
excel in current best practices

• confront loyalty to legacy practices• confront loyalty to legacy practices
• distinguish the essential from the 

d blexpendable
• conduct numerous experiments



Embrace DisequilibriumEmbrace Disequilibrium

• make disturbance productive notmake disturbance productive, not 
destructive

• keep your hand on the thermostat• keep your hand on the thermostat
• depersonalize conflict
• act politically and analytically
• create a culture of courageous g

conversations



Generate LeadershipGenerate Leadership

• recognize the interdependence of peoplerecognize the interdependence of people 
throughout the organization and distribute 
leadership responsibilityleadership responsibility

• mobilize everyone to generate solutions
l di it t t ll b ti• leverage diversity to create a collaborative 
and distributed leadership model – culture 
f i t d d th t ti tof interdependence that continues to 

enable adaptation



Take Care of YourselfTake Care of Yourself

• Be both optimistic and realisticBe both optimistic and realistic
• Find sanctuaries – places for reflection 

and a means to regain perspectiveand a means to regain perspective
• Reach out to confidants – people with 

h d b i f d l ifwhom you can debrief and clarify
• Bring more of your emotional self to work
• Don’t lose yourself in your role



Adaptive LeadershipAdaptive Leadership

“Ad ti l d hi i d il t it t“Adaptive leadership is a daily opportunity to 
mobilize the resources of people to thrive 
i h i d h ll i ld ”in a changing and challenging world.”


